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"Ko, kisanim, Ko, kisanim,  departure !"  good !  

(Ko, Gisanim  means Ko, driver)  

During this Europe travel, how might I talk about this?  

Perhaps, Europe Shinson Hapkido may be word which is not unfamiliar to members.  

 

After a few days formula schedules in because we 6 Sisters are beaten sisters inning foundation 

25th anniversary Berlin, traveled Switzerland with Germany by invitation of Europe Taoist hermit 

with supernatural Shinson Hapkido.  

This travel was same bonus travel that receive that lived hard 20 odd years.  

 

Seemed to because bests teacher relish master of Europe Taoist hermit with supernatural Shinson 

Hapkido is driver directly and wife is assistant our 6 people German southern area and Switzerland 

everywhere guide and decide to make it happily.  

Do together, and tasted delicacy of travel while 8 people including driver and assistant are 12 

correctly.  

Hepeuning that get up then going according to Go driver and Choe assistant's guidance that make 

itinerary in detail is delightful and surprised us.  

Anyway, everything that happened is work which is achieved in God's intent.  

 

Arrived in the asylum which is Dachau relation near Munich.  

Look around picture of spot and video 2 hours that accommodate and kills J-bird at the time of the 

Second World War and I our mind sad . Already know and was through movie and book, but grim 

affection which feel on the spot seemed to be passed with body as it is.  

 

Next day morning also, we which meet at restaurant laughed to hold belly once.  

Slept at expensive hotel in centre of the city, hide bed seat cover at last night and author's preface 

was story that did not sleep well because it is cold.  

Could not know that have quilt that is warm under as country roosters which do not go to the hotel 

in the Korea cover seat.  

 

Sound that have already played because do not become little whether a car begins to run sounds 

in here and there.  

When run a beautiful distance Romantic Str and Algoin Str with Alps, battle cry did not stop in 

mouth of nuns.  

Slept at beautiful log cabin that night 
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Arrived in the running south again and wide like the sea Bodensee lake after finish happy night and 

breakfast.  

Went to Kkotseom after cross the lake by ship, nuns are free admission!!  

It was reason that monastery is in Kkotseom middle.  

Construction, marvelous flower shapes, and the flower and joining butterflies, lake -- such as the 

surrounding sea that shine infrequently really beautiful God's garden be .  

Where is a person not to laugh in front of flower and child?  

It was image such as picture that saw swan in lake upside but spreads brilliantly white wing.  

 

Then, place that we go was Rheinfall. White spray of waterfall that Rhing River is begun, waterfall 

that pour after it rains much just in time protected us.  

 

Went to 'Marsel' and 'Patrichia's home to sleep 4 nights in Switzerland.  

Was lovely couple which got married in Korean Cheju Island 3 years ago.  

Have dinner heartily to tasty spaghetti that patreacha and Gisela prepare here, and divides gift with 

warm person, and men go to total Thomas house and mind became warm doing careful attention 

so that there may be women.  

 

Go to the Switzerland second day, Zürich city and sees the lake and looked around Frauen church 

which is decorated by glass that Syagal's picture is stay and Gross Muenster church which Zwingli 

does religious reformation.  

 

We arrived in Luzern city riding ship and cross beautiful this lake again.  

We become flood by heavy rain mistake in writing a week ago and made illustration near the lake 

to damage by a flood area.  

 

On next day Sunday, came in (many tourists, especially Filipinos was seen much for reference.) 

hiking after give flowery words week at church which ability of healing is.  

Suspend about 1 hour and reached in the summit to rise in mountain of Wildspitz.  

The way was grass field that feed dressing.  

Soil dress if slide because sullages have spread much after it rains.  

See swimming pool and cattle is confronting justly in front as hear eyes to walk carefully.  

Expression of inadvertent klage is affectionate preferably.  
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Walk distance from one stage, Thomas who comes up in a hurry as is not that Thomas who follow 

behind is seen can not believe Unbeliable! Credible ! Do and muttered.  

It was story that have charged money 300 Switzerland francs that people who look at us which is 

uniformed buy us rice while horse does Thomas and horse who is understand.  

There was teahouse which Thomas' friend operates as reach in the summit.  

Drink free tea by master's gift that will work first good in life there.  

 

Dinner may not forget taste of potato and steak that put on many and roast cheese Oraet interval.  

Evening sunset that the sun sets was to join certainly in there atmosphere.  

A song and laugh and candlelight ..  

Beautiful summer night of colorful .  

Marcel gymnasium is small, but there was arranged in order place well.  

Image that teach hard of Marcel was good for example.  

Went for Bern that is Swiss capital while called in Thomas gymnasium.  

Dropped to Jungfrau and the Eiger mountain that perpetual snow lies passing lake village of 

Interlaken while go.  

 

To Bern that is Swiss capital too Shinson Hapkido Mr. Stefan wait .  

He guided to the city that show bear cute tricks that is symbol of the rose park and Bern to us 

because utilizes short schedule fast and is old city.  

Also, old buildings were beautiful.  

Here dividing talks !  

In fact, best guide of Sisters are how find well the free bathroom. By the way, could not find at all in 

this Bern city.  

Stefan talks well situation of difficult nun and place that we come was bathrooms of 5 quf first-class 

hotel.  

 

 Swiss last schedule was Mongtteuri.  

Passed 3 night at Switzerland Heidi villa which look at the famous Leman lake that come out in 

movie 'Be well weapon'.  

See the lake on right of report of report as left and go better 20 minutes by train going up and goes 

up road and arrived in the Heidi villa.  

Ah!  

There was life the broad way that live in Switzerland in ancient times.  

Villa was some homes around.  
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Enter in first term, and there were a television and radio in the room.  

But, it the only, kitchen cooks food when blow as wood, and there is oven, and Buddhist defendant 

water does warmly there because there is excellent fireplace.  

At night, pour whether because sky is near and nuns sing, and put head and whisper under 

starlight throughout and we spent during 3 days such as dream appreciating sea night view of 

montre.  

 

Ahra and Hanol and all have dinner together and stayed to Chon-Jie-In House. The room that is 

lifted true heart and comes to a standstill well with hand-me-down bed, mind of people who take 

effort decorating the room meantime felt warmly.  

 

When the sun rises in sky middle after a long time next day, ate very delicious German bread 

happening.  

True heart of someone was filled fully seeing as food that is gorged to refrigerator.  

 

On today, schedule decided to ride ship in Wiesbaden's friends and River. Rhine  

By the way, a person was so many that went St. Hildegard Ro because do not get steamboat ticket.  

It was Benedit monastery, although there were many tourists to Hildegard woman saint's morning 

star, liked that is fem and that is holy of the church and austerity.  

Monastery which put wide vineyard and river in front was really beautiful.  

 

There was small party in Chon-Jie-In House at that day evening.  

Today was a day that meet with people who invite us justly.  

People who visited Chon-Jie-In's officers and South Korea gather and had barbecue party in the 

yard.  

Individual have voided sincere food.  

Beauty and that is rich of that divide, was good immeasurably because chest is meeting with warm 

people there.  

Share mind and exchanges gift and sings and night for each other advanced.  

Burn campfire and sits face to face......  

 

Visited old man nursing home in Darmstadt before express worship on next day Sunday.  

Learn by observation to prepare sisters meeting old man nursing home.  

'Overin' director of an institution guided directly to be Sunday.  

Mind was good as conduct image of refreshing and easy old mans and facilities.  
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Because there were been many old mans in the Korea, there were a lot of interests in various 

program and good institution for old man facilities.  

Express Sunday worship devotionally at church which is the wall start Korea, and is invited at Mr. 

Ko. Myong house finally in the evening and was treated a lot of Korean-style dishes.  

To roast meat and fish with turnip ...  

By their warmth that treat as is sincere to end we tiredness all untie seem to .  

 

Chose chocolate lets by warm mind, cheese cream, and gift such as cookies that do not send 

empty-handed to my community family and nursing home families.  

I thank and thank.  

On way to airport, we received a lot of a delicious car cup and gift and came out because is heard 

at the house in accordance with certainly heard Wagner conjugal desire.  

Now, word to thank you better was not existed.  

Loaded body on the airplane.  

 

"Ko, kisanim, Ko kisanim, departure !" good ! Sound hangs in ear.  

 

Chon-Jie-In Shinson Hapkido remains soup bowl of members now on heart..  

It was really good time still although there were a lot of inconveniences because mind deep 

conversation can not talk because language gives.  

I am thankful to Master couple which was travel that can not dream as for nuns and go along in 

long travel.  

 

Remain by continued the clear weather and events of miracle, beautiful nature scenery and the 

pretty house and gardens, crosses, and mind the warm, all beautiful recollections which build on 

roadside, on hill while travel..  

Perhaps, will remember my whole life for a long long time that it was the most beautiful travel.  

Forward, if when is hard and tired, when sometimes want to avoid actuality, remember that time 

that was beautiful that time, and thinks there ah, !  

Will become a lot of recognition of serviceses. Now, and let's live hard.  

Beloved friends, !  

Everybody at this night peace !  

 

 

Your Diakonia sisters in korea 


